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A continuing treatise from Jon R. Calvin...
March 26, 2010

The Crystal Sea Discussion #9:
The Ascension of Elijah...
His Role in the Mystery of the Kingdom
The Constitution of the New Testament records that we are promised the gift of Righteousness
and Peace and every thing that pertains to life and Godliness. What we have, thus far, remembered
of the gifts, are but a drop compared to what is promised. I invite you to come with me to where
the Crystal Rivers of Life meet in the Crystal Seas of Potential, where we together can explore
the memory of our bill of rights in our Corporate Sonship, where Hope becomes the Reality in
our Spiritual Earth experience.
First: Let’s take account of some things we can call facts.
1. We know that we are Spirit. And we know that Spirit is
energy that can be reduced and separated into sub-frequencies.
Everything has identity by its frequency.
2. We know that Jesus Christ wanted us to understand that we
are, in Spirit, one with Him and one with our Father. And
He said that we, in our oneness, should expect to do greater
things than He did. Oneness means that we are all spirit.
3. We know that our Earth and our physical body are formed of
invisible atoms and sub-atomic quantum molecules. These
elements make up the periodic table. And we know that the
elements in the periodic table and in our body are an interplay of patterned frequencies.
4. We are aware that our Earth is surrounded by a band of
atmospheric water particles that protect us from the harmful
ultra violet rays of the sun. This fact was symbolized in the
Scriptures as a nimbus cloud that covered the Tabernacle
and the Temple.
5. In like manner; our earth suit body is surrounded by a
protective spiritual aura, symbolized in the Scriptures as a
‘cloud’ of witnesses.
6. It is the Spirit that giveth life, to our physical body. And it
is the Spirit that makes us free.

A note in a bottle…
Enoch has a
spiritual Army.
They are part of
our auror aura.
I will continue in these
articles to factually
demonstrate that the
aura around our body
is the spirit mechanism
that gives life to our
body and is the spirit
conscious presence
called Soul. Jesus said;
“For what is a man (or
woman) profited, if he
shall gain the whole
world, and lose his own
soul.” We need to know
what and where the soul
is. In this article there is
a hint as to where and
what this soul is.
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I have suggested in earlier articles that Jesus revealed a Mystery of the Kingdom of Heaven
to three of His special students when He showed them His cloud, and with Him in His cloud
were Moses and Elijah. I have suggested that the three (Moses, Elijah and Jesus) are an equation of Heavenly proportions.
We are now considering Elijah (ELYH).
His name in Hebrew implies that the
Corporate Creator God (ELOHYIM)
is present and resident in our breath.
(In a nut shell), Elijah’s ascension (2nd Kings 2:6-12) illustrates to the believer, the importance of seeing God’s ‘mystery’ provision of a spiritual support Army, in a higher Quantum
Spiritual realm. Elijah was a living witness to Elisha of Enoch’s Army of Thousands who
are there to support him in his quest for The Kingdom. The Spirit is calling our attention to
their assigned availability. Elijah told his disciple Elisha, “If you see me go up” (or if you
SEE that there is an invisible Army of witnesses in a higher frequency dimension who are
there to assist you), “your wishes will be granted.” You must believe that ‘they’ are there
and they have been placed there as re-enforcements when you need help. They are part of
God’s Spirit ‘Angelic’ Army sent forth to minister for God’s foot soldiers who are establishing a Kingdom beachhead (Hebrews 1:13-14). I believe Jesus walked in that awareness
daily. I further believe that He wants us to be aware that in oneness with Him, that same
provision is available to us.
a Note in a bottle...
We cannot win
the flesh war alone,
by our self.

You may ask; “Where did this cloud Army come
from?” Let’s talk about that. They are called “Enoch’s
Ten Thousands” in Jude 1:14. In Genesis, Enoch was the
seventh generation from Adam. He had a son whose name
was Methuselah, who was alive when Noah (NCH) was
born and apparently lived until the time of the flood 969
years later. Noah found grace: the power of his words.

The Books of Genesis and Hebrews tell us that Enoch was righteous; he walked in oneness
with God and he pleased God. (Righteous means: he knew his right to be called Son of God, or
he knew that he had the RIGHT to be the Son of God.) Our Bible and also The Book of Jasher
tells us that he lived 365 years and he ascended, along with tens of thousands of his church
into the higher frequency realms of quantum. We are the first generation to receive insight of
the spirit level of life called quantum. Think about the significance of 365 as a symbol, at a
time when people counted time using 354-day lunar years. He must have known something
that they didn’t know. And he was recruited as the leader of those who had overcome the flesh
and were put in place as a ‘Church’ in heaven as our spiritual ‘support team’ Army.
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We need them and they are our personal ‘help’ against King
Ego of the flesh realm. They have been positioned for us since
Enoch (Hebrews l:14).
Enoch’s name in Hebrew is Chenoch or ‘Ch N ch’, which is
actually in the verbal form of the three letter foundation of every
Hebrew word, and, the verbal consonant structure of all Hebrew
words calls for action. (Isn’t that right, Alan?) Now watch and
consider this; the Hebrew foundational form of the action word
‘Grace’ is ChNn. (In English it sounds like Chnan.) Grace is
CHN — Enoch is CHN. The Hebrew root forms of Enoch
and Grace are inner changeable. In another word; Grace is
an activity of the nature of GOD. In the upper (higher) spiritual
quantum realm that also implies a connection to Enoch’s cloud.

a Note in a bottle...
The power of
‘CHN’ is a hidden
Secret Weapon
for believers.

I believe this is a truth pre-recorded in the frontal lobe of the mind of the Christ b-rain, in us.
And in the Spirit, we understand that we are an inner-active, codependent Nimbus b-rain cloud
Ministry. Enoch’s Army cannot go into perfect completion without us and we can’t go in before them. They are a functional part of us, and we are an intricate part of them. Did you ever
hear the song “God’s got an Army, marching through this land”? We are the Earth part, the foot
soldier Infantry part of Enoch’s Army (Jude 1:4).
A Note in a bottle...
Chenoch and his army of ten thousands were recruited by our Father to be a
spiritual army of all ‘believers’ backup support. Let me tell you; I believe that
‘The Cloud’ was Enoch’s Army. I further believe that ‘they’ are still with us today.
I propose that Enoch (ChNch) and his Army are part of our ‘cloud of witnesses.’
Think about this: “For by Grace are you saved….”
The invisible Enoch Army is a functioning part of God’s Grace (Chnan) Plan. They cannot
get involved in our warfare until they are called. I am persuaded that ‘our prayer language’
was instituted to be the request form or signal for re-enforcements. Try it. It works for me.
“The secret things belong to the LORD our God [Eloyhim]: but those things that are
revealed [belong] to us and to our children for ever, that [we] may do all the words of
this [covenant] law” (Duet. 29:29). Train up a child in the way he or she ought to go. Does
that fit? Our Christ connection to Enoch is being revealed.
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A Note in a bottle...
Important note: “Come up higher.” Higher means a ‘higher, faster frequency.’
Our physical, visible Earth realm is a slowed down spiritual frequency.
The only difference between higher and lower is the frequency of the vibrations.
Our body and brain are a slower, lower frequency than the Spiritual.
Sleep is required because our Spirit Soul is drained of energy in our ‘slowed
down frequency’ (i.e. slowing down your movement by dragging your feet uses
more energy). Sleep is required to re-charge our Spirit energy. We feel refreshed
because our brain gets more energy from our Spirit.

The Angel’s message to you is; ‘Come up higher.’ Up higher is the frontal lobe of our brain and is
the functional ‘cloud’ organ of ‘the mind of Christ.’ That is: when the Christ oneness consciousness
has replaced the ‘individual’ human ‘what’s in it for me’ Ego consciousness, we will understand
that we have moved up higher because of this insight. Together we all are like individual cells in a
Spiritual Corporate Body. The Cross of Christ (where we died, in Him) is the ‘written documentation’ that we chose to D, double D die; ‘die’ to the rule of blood fed carnal Ego.
It is recorded in the Heavenly Sanhedrin Court; Christ shed His untainted totally innocent
blood as evidence that we all, in Him, are totally innocent. For OUR life was hid in Christ,
with God. When Christ, who is our life, shall appear “then shall we also appear with Him,
in glory (Col. 3:3- 4). The Greek word ‘appear’ is ‘phaneroo’ (Greek #’s 5316, 5318, 5319)
which means ‘lighten, shine, be manifest externally.’ We have always been ‘in Him’ and belonged to His Elohyim family of Gods. (Psalms 82:6 and John 10:34). ‘Vav’ or WOW, Oh
WOW! It is beautiful.
In the Hebrew mystery or secret language, you cannot separate the Scriptural portrait of Enoch
from the definition of Grace. This gives a new insight to the scripture “For by Grace [or by
the Enoch support] are you saved through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is the gift
of God” (Ephesians 2: 8). There is more, much more to ‘the Gospel of salvation than going
to Heaven; as Jesus prayed Father: “Thy Kingdom come in Earth, like it is in Heaven.”
The Plan is for the Kingdom of God becoming Heaven in our Earth continually. That is Earth’s
salvation and it is Father’s Plan.
What does He mean; “like it is in Heaven?” In Heaven everything is in Oneness. In this Earth
world there is duality and discord. In Heaven we are all one. Jesus said, we are in this world
but we are of the realm of Oneness. Get this! In this world there is a heaven and there is a
hell. In Heaven there is only Heaven. That is where we, in Spirit, are of.
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The operation of Grace was a pre-amble to salvation, one thousand years before Moses
introduced the Law of sin and death, which we are told in Galatians 3:19 ‘was added’ to God’s
Covenant with man. The offering of animal sacrifices was the spirit’s effort to show mankind
his animal conscious condition. Mankind was ensnared in a carnal prison condition. And man
was shown the way to give up their animal thought process in order to become a Spirit conscious people. This was one facet pointing to God’s Plan for the Cross: to release mankind
from the carnal control of the brain.
This is necessary Because: the flesh or natural mind cannot hear the Spirit of God’s spirit
message — it is Spirit understood (1Cor. 2:14). You MUST SEE this, for Christ plainly said
that Sacrifices and Offerings did not please God; but a body God has prepared for us to present to Him as a living sacrifice; so that the invisible God can become visible through His sons,
in our body. “Present your body, a living sacrifice, holy [wholly] acceptable unto God.”
This is your Spirit’s work.
Now, back to The MOUNT of TRANSFIGURATION. Transfiguration is important
because it introduces to us the metamorphic ‘power’ of transformation; “Be ye transformed
(metamorphoo, #3339) by the renewing of your mind.” Metamorphoo is the descriptive
word used to describe the change of the form of an earth bound worm into a butterfly.
Jesus said that there are some here who will not die before they see the mystery of the Kingdom of Heaven come in power (Matthew, Mark, Luke). The truth of the Kingdom that Peter,
James and John saw was that the Kingdom of Heaven was then, and is now, in another
dimension. The secret or mystery, hidden in this event, was that the three disciples elevated
to a higher level of awareness (symbolized by the high mountain apart) could actually ‘see’
the Spiritual Dimension. They actually had a spiritual quantum experience two thousand
years before quantum was introduced as a science. They saw two people (Moses and Elijah),
who had been invisible to this three-dimensional world for about forty generations. Here in
this revelation they represented Jesus’ support team, his ‘cloud of witnesses.’ Jesus
apparently lived each day in that quantum consciousness. The disciples saw what Elijah
promised Elisha: If Elisha saw the higher frequency realm in operation, his requests would be
realized. Why do you think Father is showing this spiritual truth now? I believe that we need
our support team. Peter, James, and John saw ‘inside’ the spiritual cloud aura of Jesus where
the perfect Plan of God was in progress.
We have seen in the Crystal Sea articles #7 and #8, that Moses was responsible to ‘set in stone
a Law’ as a witnessed Testimony. The absoluteness of the ‘set in stone Law’ showed that the
carnal, animal flesh nature absolutely does not have the capacity to understand the Law of
Spirit Life. It actually is blocked out of the spirit frequency of God’s Life. It is an enemy to the
Father’s Planned Spiritual Kingdom. Moses’ Stone Law revealed and condemned the human
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consciousness of sin (the idea of separation) from the Spirit Presence of man’s Creator. That
is, in the animal flesh level bondage, man’s ‘natural mind’ is God’s Spiritual enemy. The ‘Law
set in stone outside of man’ was replaced by the all inclusive, revolutionary activity revealed
at the ‘Cross of Christ.’ “And I will give them one heart, and I will put a new spirit within
you... I will take away the stony heart out of your flesh, and I will give you an heart of
flesh” (Ezekiel 11:19, 36:26). As long as religion proclaims two Laws and two hearts, man
will remain disillusioned and delusional in a duality condition. “The light of the body is the
eye: if therefore thine eye be single, thy whole body shall be full of light” (Matthew 6:22).
In our Spirit awakening, our “single eye” is the commandment that brings Jesus’ Covenant
Friends into Oneness with Him and with our Spirit Father.
Moses’ part in the spiritual development of the New Testament Logos of Life was to establish
‘in stone’ that man’s ruling flesh nature must be dealt with by the death provided by the
Cross. When the law of flesh rule is eliminated and when the N.T. Spiritual language of
Rhema (the still small voice) replaces inherited animal instincts, we are released from human
family propensities.
Organized religions teach that the brain of Adam’s animal, flesh nature can be converted. That
is not possible. The Spirit man must believe the O.T. message of death to the animal rule and
the N.T. provision of the power of the Cross; we must give up the appetites of the Ego driven,
animal level brain and embrace the greater potential of the spirit conscious fore brain. When
the Rhema instructions become flesh in our body, we become what Jesus was, the Logos of
God’s Plan.
The Cross of Christ portrays that the ‘death’ (the shed blood) and burial of the earth formed
Adam was revealed by the all inclusive Quantum event that included all those ‘In Christ.’
Embracing that experience as our own ‘in Christ condition’ precedes the resurrection of a
‘new creation’ Adam (man). Most religious activity is based on improving, cleaning up and
making the ‘old’ Adam acceptable. The new Spirit person must be aware of our original
spirit nature. It is important to ‘remember’ (by the Spirit) that we were Spirit before
we were born into a ‘flesh’ body. When we were given a sense ruled flesh body, it was so
powerful that it caused us to forget our Spirit life consciousness. When we remember and
return to our true Spiritual origin we fulfill our earth assignment and begin the process of
becoming the Christ, I Am.
Let me try to put things in perspective; the Church does an admirable job of trying to fix
Adam. As it relates to earthy and political and monetary Babylon, the religious Church is
today what the Temple Priesthood Worship was to Rome in Jesus day. It was allowed by Rome
to keep the people in civil order. It was also allowed as long as it was a self-sustaining financial program. However; our Scriptures plainly teach that it is Father’s Plan to put in place His
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Kingdom on Earth. This requires ‘that we all come to a like manner, or equality, of individual
faith and develop together into a perfect manifestation of Christ’ (Ephesians 4.10-15). This can’t
happen as long as there is a structure of hierarchy in the Church where some are considered in
full time Christian ministry and others are part time Christians. Our Fathers (Elohyim) clearly
understood the mission impossible dream, that the flesh man manifests God’s Spiritual Kingdom. The Planners remedy for the helpless and hopeless duality of the dominant flesh condition in man was that a Spiritual Support System would assist in the war between the flesh and
Spirit; enter Elijah.
The Prophetic story of Elijah and his disciple Elisha, reveals to our Spirit the invisible ‘Spirit’
Army of support in the HIGHER invisible quantum dimension.
Since GOD is Spirit, I am aware that man cannot teach Spirit. I trust that God’s Spirit will
communicate to your Spirit the Compassionate Love encapsulated in my words to your
heart.
Next time!: It is fitting that Crystal Sea # 10 will be about Jesus. The tenth letter in the Hebrew
alphabet is the Yod, formed like a comma (‘), and represents the presence of God. I am filled
with excited anticipation and expectation that the Spirit will crescendo the third part of the
equation of the Kingdom of Heaven, which is encapsulated in Jesus, the Christ.
A Note in a bottle...
There is ONE GOD and HE has ONE nature; HE is Spiritual LOVE.

Until then... Polly, Dianne and I appreciate you continued interest. john r calvin
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